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210CO42100 01
Selected Topics in
Applied Linguistics

4 SHEPPARD、Chris
Exam (0%）There are no exams in this course.
Papers（60%)Homework assignments and reports

クリス シェパード
Class participation(10%):Class participation
Others(30%) Final project and presentation

210CO45700 01
Acoustics and Auditory
Phonetics

4 KONDO, Mariko

Exam (50%）Ability to understand theories, and analyse
and interpret acoustic data.
Papers（30%)Conduct own recording experiment, analyse
the data and write report.

近藤 眞理子
Others(20%) Regular practical acoustic and perceptual
exercises; analyse data and
interpret results.

210CO45900 01
Interpreting Industry of
Japan II

4 SATO, Azusa Papers(50%) Two essays need to be submitted

佐藤あずさ Others（50%）Two presentations need to be prepared

210IR40300 01
European Integration
and Foreign Policy

4 KATAOKA, Sadaharu
Exam(70%) Level of understanding of the lecture content
Paper(20%)Ability to analyze tasks

片岡 貞治 Other(10%) attendance

In this class, you will learn about theories of lexical
semantics which you can apply in your MA research,
and you will gain practice in using tools to study word
meaning which you can use to analyze your own data.

Postgraduate students are expected to be able to (i)
plan both production and perception experiments for
their research, (ii) examine the data using acoustical
techniques, and (iii) analyse the results statistically.
Also it is important to be able to compare minor
differences in the data as it may indicate crucial
differences between languages.

Students will be able to explain the brief history of
the interpreting industry in Japan, and recent
developments in the field of community interpreting.
Students will be able to explain the concept of
community interpreting, and analyze the role of
community interpreters in Japanese society. Students
will become able moderators of discussions and
effective presenters of their ideas. They will be able
to ask pertinent questions to the speakers and
presenters in class.

Students will be able to acquire the general
knowledge about the history of the European
integration process, their characteristics and the
advantages of 4 free-movement (persons, goods,
capitals and services). Students will be able to explain
the concept of regional integration theory, the
dynamic relationship between European Union and
Member States and the reason why UK voted for
Brexit in 2016.
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